
   
 

6/9/2015 Robin’s Host Job Description 

POSITION: HOST/HOSTESS 
 
POSITION SUMMARY: 
Under the direction of the FOH management team, hosts create a remarkable guest experience that begins with 
a warm & genuine greeting. They maintain an efficient and organized restaurant through managing guest flow, 
maximizing seating capacity and communicating with all employees. Hosts leave a lasting impression with all 
guests through their professionalism and attention to detail. 
 
PRIMARY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Do a walk through of the dining areas to check that table placements & set ups are on point. 
 
Obtain specials from chef & type them up for the shift paying attention to spelling, and formatting. Print 
specials & a sheet for posting in menu board. 
 
Make any menu item keys or changes as needed for the specials 
 
Update the sold in & sold out list of items 
 
Coordinate and control the seating in server sections in order to simultaneously maximize seating capacity, be 
discerning of guests’ needs, and distribute tables as evenly among servers as possible.  
 
Observe that servers are able to maintain their standards of providing remarkable service communicating to 
FOH manager if they seem to be unable to do this. 
 
Communicate expected volume of restaurant flow with BOH team. Communicate to BOH open menu counts 
during menu switch-overs between meal periods. 
 
Check reservations for notes and large parties & communicate as necessary to servers or managers & support 
staff as needed to provide a remarkable experience for the guest. 
 
Communicate any issues, special circumstances, (extended wait times, cancellations, cake needing to be held in 
walk-in, etc.) or reports of guest dissatisfaction promptly to manager on duty. 
 
Take accurate phone messages or transfer lines to appropriate extensions. 
 
Display exceptional knowledge about Robin’s general information, including but not limited to: hours of 
operation, different menus/ meal periods offered, promotions, upcoming events, and managerial contacts for 
guest inquiries. Be familiar with sister restaurants & their happenings to be able to direct guests to them.  
 
Be familiar with nearby attractions, restaurants and other services to be able to provide information to guests as 
needed. 
 
Accurately take reservations in Rezbook and modify status through out the shift. 
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Know all table numbers and maintain awareness of which servers are in each section 
 
Assist servers with authorizing refunds & discounts as needed 
 
Maintain cleanliness and organization of front area of restaurant at all times. This includes menus, promotional 
material, kids’ coloring sheets, etc. 
 
Maintain cleanliness of restrooms throughout the shift by completing checks hourly, & communicating to FOH 
 
Assist in controlling labor costs by phasing FOH staff as business volume allows. 
 
Maintain cleanliness of menus  
 
Confirm reservations of 6 or more for the next day 
 
Write in Manager log 
 
Complete all opening and closing tasks as assigned in checklists. 
  
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Friendly with a desire to please people 
High attention to detail 
Ability to remain calm & gracious under pressure while working in a fast paced environment 
Strong multi tasker 
Ability to maintain a level of professional urgency and momentum 
 


